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English 10 Honors/Integrated 

World Literature and Composition 

Syllabus/Contract 

 

                                           
 

 
Instructor: Patrick Crean         

 B.A & M.A. (Literature) 

Office Hours/Prep Period: 7:15-7:45am & ____________ in H204  
How to reach me: 916-294-2410 Ext. 410364 
Email:  pcrean@fcusd.org 
Website: Please see link on Vista del Lago teacher webpage 
Additional Resource Site: http://sites.google.com/site/mrcreannet/ (mrcrean.net)  
 
Classroom Rules & Procedures 
 

1. Learn from bell to bell. At the end of the period, remain in your seat until you are dismissed. Turn off 

and put away (OUT OF SIGHT) all electronic devices (including headphones/earbuds), hats, and 

sunglasses before you enter the classroom. Remove your backpack before the bell rings, and leave it off 

until you are dismissed. He who packs up first shall be last to leave. 
 

2. Respect the opinions, rights, and property of others. If you disagree, attack the idea, not the person. Do 

your own work. Ask permission before using someone else's book, pen, notes, etc. 
 

3. Follow discussion protocol. One speaker at a time. Listen. Refrain from arguing about procedures, 

grades, and other administrative matters in class. Concerns and/or appeals should be discussed with me 

privately before or after class or submitted in writing. If something is not working for you, let me know. I 

am not done changing and growing as a teacher and human. Let’s discourse and come up with a solution. 
 

4. Never opt out. Keep your head off your desk and your eyes open. Be ready to answer questions. Take  
notes. (board or overhead=paper. That means if I write it on the board, you should probably write it in your 

notes.) And remember, English class is not the place to do homework for your next class.  
 

5. Help preserve the classroom as a place for learning. Eating, drinking (except water), chewing gum, and 

grooming (combing hair, putting on makeup or lotion, etc.) should be done outside of class. 
 
Classroom Discipline Procedure 

 
1.       Re-Direction 
2.       Verbal/Nonverbal Warning  
3.       Possible removal from the classroom to discuss the matter/call home 
4.       Referral to site administrator 
5.       Conference with parent or guardian and administrator 

 

 

mailto:pcrean@fcusd.org
http://sites.google.com/site/mrcreannet/


Detailed Units of Instruction 

Pre-Unit (Summer Reading Assignment): Theme Analysis Essay 
 
Unit Overview: This unit asks students to analyze seemingly disparate texts (Siddhartha, All Quiet on the Western 

Front and Purple Hibiscus) and construct a synthesis, AP-style, free response, essay.  An effective synthesis essay 

assesses a student’s ability to interpret sources, claims, and strategies (ANALYSIS), develop a position 

(ARGUMENT), explain position, cite proof (EXPOSITORY), and demonstrate stylistic maturity. Students will be 

introduced to an AP Literature Free Response Question (FRQ), and will learn how to determine an essential 

question, construct a proper theme statement, strategies to plan, and how to write under specific time constraints.  
Featured Genres: fiction, non-fiction 
Key Reading Skills:  Close reading strategies (literal, inferential, evaluative), critical theories (archetypal, 

formalism), central or main idea, textual evidence, rhetoric, topic/theme/thesis, author’s purpose and point of view 
Key Writing Skills: thesis/claim statement, integration of quotes, sentence variety, audience, purpose, and style, 

organize argumentative writing, supporting details, introductions, body paragraphs and transitions, conclusions, 

sources and citations,  
Extended Writing Project: Argumentative/Theme Analysis Essay 
Duration: 2 weeks  
 
Unit 1: Destiny  
 
Unit Driving Question: How much of what happens in our lives do we control?  
Unit Overview: This unit offers students a ride across the globe and across history to explore a question that is as 

relevant today as it was thousands of years ago: how much of what happens in our lives do we actually control? 
Featured Genres: poetry, drama, informational  
Key Reading Skills: central or main idea, textual evidence, rhetoric, theme, poetic elements, dramatic elements, 

author’s purpose and point of view, personification 
Key Writing Skills: thesis/claim statement, audience, purpose, and style, organize argumentative writing, 

supporting details, introductions, body paragraphs and transitions, conclusions, sources and citations 
Extended Writing Project: Argumentative writing can be difficult, especially when it’s about which of two texts 

best answers the unit’s essential question, How much of what happens in our lives do we actually control? The 

extended writing project for this unit helps students develop an effective argumentative essay by breaking down the 

writing process into small, manageable tasks that build up to the complete essay. Skill lessons also precede each 

step of the writing process in this unit, offering modeling and instruction that propel students into their own writing 

tasks. 
Duration: 2-3 weeks  
 
Unit 1B: Close Read/Diction/Style Analysis  

Unit Driving Question: How (and why) does a writer utilize specific word choice (diction) and figurative language 

to create tone and meaning? 
Unit Overview: This unit offers students an opportunity to closely read a literary passage, establish its context, 

tone (through diction and figurative language), and meaning.   
Featured Genres: poetry, drama, style analysis essay 
Key Reading Skills: content & form, style, determining essential questions,  prompt deconstruction, central or 

main idea, textual evidence, rhetoric, theme (message), poetic elements, dramatic elements, author’s purpose and 

point of view, 
Key Writing Skills: thesis/claim statement, audience, purpose, and style, organize argumentative writing, 

supporting details, introductions, body paragraphs and transitions, conclusions, sources and citations 
Extended Writing Project: After analyzing a close-read excerpt from various texts, students will deconstruct an 

AP-Style style essay prompt and write a short response. Students will learn the basics of an AP Style-Essay prompt, 

how to determine the essential question, strategies to annotate (both the prompt and excerpts), plan, and write under 

specific time constraints. The focus will not only be what is expressed (content) but how it is expressed 

(form).  Small, manageable tasks lead students through the prewriting, planning, drafting, revising, and 



editing/proofreading/publishing steps of the writing process, while skill lessons offer modeling and instruction on 

criteria within each step specific to diction analysis. 
Duration: 1-2 weeks  
 

Unit 2: Taking a Stand 
 
Unit Driving Question: When is it appropriate to change the rules? 
Unit Overview: This unit offers students the opportunity to explore the relationship between authority and citizens 

from several perspectives and will hone their own skills for identifying and supporting an argument. 
Featured Genres: poetry, novel, speech, nonfiction, drama, court ruling 
Key Reading Skills: point of view, informational text structure and elements, character, cultural context, tone 

figures of speech, central or main idea, author’s purpose and point of view, connotation and denotation, compare 

and contrast, reasons and evidence, technical language, media  
Key Writing Skills: thesis statement, audience and purpose, organize argumentative writing, supporting details, 

introductions, body paragraphs and transitions, conclusions, style, sources and citations 
Extended Writing Project: After reading different positions on the subject of challenging authority, students will 

dive deeper into some of the texts to see exactly how the authors or speakers support their arguments. The extended 

writing project for this unit asks students to select two of the texts and write an analysis that shows why the author 

or speaker believes it is sometimes acceptable to break rules. Skill lessons and instruction that focus on creating an 

effective structure will help students practice all Common Core State Standards for literary analysis writing. 
Duration: 2-3 weeks  
 
Midterms: October 6/7 
 

 
 
Unit 3: Technical Difficulties 
 
Unit Driving Question: What responsibility do we have for what we create? 
Unit Overview: In this unit, students will explore both the positive and negative effects of technological progress. 

They will examine different effects of technology throughout history from a variety of perspectives, though fiction, 

nonfiction narratives, articles, speeches, letters, and poetry.   
Featured Genres: poetry, novel, myth, speech, nonfiction, letter, debate 
Key Reading Skills: character, media, allusion, technical language, informational text structure and elements, 

central or main idea, argument and claim, author’s purpose and point of view, poetic structure, tone, theme, 

compare and contrast 
Key Writing Skills: audience, purpose, and style, research and note-taking, thesis statement, organize informative 

writing, supporting details, introductions and conclusions, body paragraphs and transitions, sources and citations 
Extended Writing Project: As students make their way through the unit, they will consider numerous facts as well 

as opinions regarding the progress of technology, its effect on individuals, and the responsibility mankind has to 

itself as well as its environment as both the inventor and recipient of that technology. The extended writing project 

for this unit helps students share those ideas through a well-constructed informative/explanatory essay on the 

positive and negative effects of technology and the responsibility people must accept when developing new 

technology intended to benefit humanity. Small, manageable tasks lead students through the prewriting, planning, 

drafting, revising, and editing/proofreading/publishing steps of the writing process, while skill lessons offer 

modeling and instruction on criteria within each step specific to the writing form.   
Duration: 3 weeks 
 
Unit 4: The Human Connection 
 
Unit Driving Question: How do our interactions define us? 
Unit Overview: In studying different human interactions, students learn about the power and responsibility of 

interactions. This grade 10 unit prompts students to explore the driving question and consider the complexities of 

interaction and influence.  



Featured Genres: drama, novel, poetry, screenplay, short story, autobiography, biography, memoir 
Key Reading Skills: theme, media, connotation and denotation, character, informational text structure and 

elements, technical language, argument and claim, poetic structure, main or central idea, tone 
Key Writing Skills: organize narrative writing, introductions, narrative techniques and sequencing, descriptive 

details, writing dialogue, audience, purpose, and style, conclusions, transitions 
Extended Writing Project: This unit includes a variety of texts and materials that explore the way interaction 

makes an impact in different literary genres. For this unit’s extended writing project, students will be writing a 

narrative about an unusual interaction that takes place between a character and someone or something else that 

reveals the character’s true nature or affects the character in a meaningful way. This lesson provides students with a 

definition of narrative writing and its major features, as well as a sample student narrative. Small, manageable tasks 

lead students through the prewriting, planning, drafting, revising, and editing/proofreading/publishing steps of the 

writing process, while skill lessons offer modeling and instruction on criteria within each step specific to narrative 

writing. 
Duration: 3 weeks 
 
Unit 4B: Incongruity/Irony (Satirical Analysis and Composition) 
 
Unit Driving Question: How do authors effectively use incongruity to argue a position or claim?  
Unit Overview: This unit asks students to read and analyze various satirical texts (in print and visual) to determine 

the underlying message and intent of the satirist. Then students will construct their own print or visual satire.   
Featured Genres: satire, narration, comics, cartoons 
Key Reading Skills: Literal and inferential meaning, incongruity, irony (verbal, situational, dramatic), ambiguity, 

character, media, allusion, technical language, informational text structure and elements, central or main idea, 

argument and claim, author’s purpose and point of view, poetic structure, tone, theme, compare and contrast 
Key Writing Skills: Organize expository writing, introductions (headline/caption), narrative techniques and 

sequencing, descriptive details, writing dialogue, mock-sources, audience, purpose, and style, conclusions, 

transitions 
Extended Writing Project: Students will construct a social or political satire on a current event.  Students will 

determine a target and use the elements of satire (attack, judgment, play, humor, and reform) to call attention to a 

vice or folly in society. Small, manageable tasks lead students through the prewriting, planning, drafting, revising, 

and editing/proofreading/publishing steps of the writing process, while skill lessons offer modeling and instruction 

on criteria within each step specific to narrative writing. 
Duration: 1-2 weeks 
 

Final Exams: December 15/16 

 

 


